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funds, use it to purchase items to show
solidarity in your gym – signs or shirts
are great options.
2. Free Entry. Giving away tickets to
everyone will help draw a crowd …
I walked into Game 4 of the Blazers/
but isn’t the answer to gate revenues.
Spurs Western semis at the Moda Center
Increase game attendance by having an
in Portland and immediately knew the
early-season “youth basketball night”
home crowd would be heard.
where the player and a parent get in
Outside the arena people were
for free. That allows them to experience
handing out “Spirit of 1977” (last Blazers’
varsity basketball and may plant the
title) and “Rip City” signs. After handing
seed they should attend more games
the usher my ticket, someone stuck
together throughout the season.
a red, plastic, light-up thunderstick in
3. Student Singer. Who sings the
my palm. I arrived at my seat and was
national anthem prior to your games?
greeted by a white t-shirt (most of
I’ve seen it all from scratchy tape
the arena had red but the white shirts
recordings played through a hand-held
strategically were placed to spell out
microphone to professionals belting out
“Rip City” on each side of the court).
the tune at midFrom the
opening tap, the
“Brainstorm ways to raise cash court. Consider
approaching the
crowd gave the
for game-night giveaways.
choir leader or a
Blazers a push.
Contact local businesses.
music teacher to
Trailing 3-0 in the
Seek out sponsors ...”
find out who are
series and facing
the best singers in school. Invite him or
the unenviable fate of being swept out
her to sing the national anthem before
of the playoffs, Portland finally came out
the game. You may be surprised at how
of the gate strong, built a lead, whipped
many fans come to hear the singer …
the crowd into a frenzy and rode the
then stay for the game.
emotion to a double-digit victory.
4. Halftime Contest. Again, seek out
Being deep into the off-season, give
a sponsor. Maybe the local pizza place
some thought to how to make your
will give away “pizza for a year” to a
home gymnasium a true home-court
contestant who drains a half-court shot.
advantage and the place to be for
Or, have several families compete in a
students and residents.
sack or three-legged race for a small
1. Giveaways. Money is tight, I know.
prize.
But, with several months before the
season gets underway, maybe you
can brainstorm ways to raise cash for
game-night giveaways. Contact local
businesses. Seek out sponsors. All they
Michael Austin
Editor-in-chief
can do is say “no.” If you do secure some
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QUICK HITTER
Win The Jump Ball
Even If Undersized

When I attended Game 4 of the
Blazers/Spurs Western semis, there was
a moment late in the second quarter
that struck me. Tied at 48, Portland’s
Wesley Matthews ended up in a heldball situation with Tiago Splitter. Splitter
stands six inches taller than Matthews,

www.basketballcoachweekly.com

yet the Blazers still managed to secure
the jump ball. Portland scored on that
possession, carried a lead into halftime
for the first time in the series and
managed to come away with a victory.
Now, granted, at your level the
only jump ball that occurs is to
start the game but you want an
advantage any time you can get it.
So, when you are undersized,
position your strongest, toughest

player behind and to the right of
your jumper in the middle. Think
about it. If the other team has a clear
advantage in height, that player
most likely is going to tip the ball
forward and to his left as the hand
naturally pushes that way rather
than to his right. Knowing this, your
tough player has an opportunity
to box out his responsibility and
grab the ball. - Michael Austin
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NCAA TOURNAMENT PLAYS: NOTRE DAME WOMEN
The Irish scored
86.1 points per
game (2nd in
women’s
hoops) last
season by
getting to the
rim

Four-Guard Offense
Opens The Floor
Muffet McGraw has been known to use four guards on the floor regularly … but her team
isn’t sitting behind the 3-point line – they attack

R

acing into the women’s Final Four
with a perfect 36-0 record and
averaging the second-most points
in the country last season (86.1), the Notre
Dame Fighting Irish looked poised to
battle UConn in an epic championship tilt.
Unfortunately for Notre Dame, its
third-leading scorer on the team, Natalie
Achonwa, tore her anterior cruciate
ligament just prior to the Final Four, which
left head coach Muffet McGraw altering
her strategy.
She wasn’t scrambling, however,
because throughout her incredibly
successful career, McGraw has employed
a four-guard offense when needed. And
while her squad scores at a high rate,
the players shoot remarkably well, which

www.basketballcoachweekly.com

means the Irish guards aren’t just chucking
long 3-pointers (in fact, Notre Dame
wasn’t even in the top 50 of 3-pointers
made last year). Notre Dame led all of
women’s basketball by shooting 50.6%
from the field last season. McGraw’s
guards know how to get to the bucket.
The Irish’s offensive prowess continued
in a 26-point rout of Maryland in the
national semis but they met their match
in the title game, falling 75-56 to UConn,
which was the Irish’s third national-title
game loss in the last four years.
On the flip side, most programs would
love nothing more than competing in
one title game, so McGraw’s success (her
squad did win the 2001 championship)
is in the upper echelon of women’s

basketball.
The following two pages show a pair of
McGraw’s sets used in the game against
UConn. Both came in the first half when
the Irish still were hanging close to the
Huskies. Just like most teams out there,
finding legitimate size always is an
issue, so seeing how McGraw uses her
guards and trusts her ball-handling skills
translates easily into the high school game
and even youth basketball.
The first play utilizes a flashing player to
the elbow, who watches action clear right
before dribbling left through the lane. The
second places your best screener in the
position of setting three high screens to
create a pair of scoring opportunities at
the rim.
Issue 38
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NCAA TOURNAMENT PLAYS: NOTRE DAME WOMEN

Elbow Entry, Drive Through Lane
Enter the ball to the right elbow, move action through the lane and open the floor’s
middle for a dribble-drive opportunity

WHY USE IT

This play produces a driving
attempt at the rim but also
can result in scoring chance
for an opposite-side cutting
player.

SET UP

All five players start outside
the 3-point line with the point
guard dribbling at the top of
the set.

The player cutting to the elbow
needs to be a solid ball handler
capable of driving around the
defense and scoring on the move

1

HOW TO PLAY

The wing on the deep right
side flashes to the elbow and
receives the entry pass. The
point guard moves to the
opposite elbow [1]. The point
guard sets a down screen for
the higher left-wing player,
who takes a step toward
the lane, which makes it
easier to run the defender
off the screen. The player
with the ball looks to pass
to the cutter if open. If not,
the cutter clears to the ballside block. The right wing
relocates closer to the corner
[2]. The points moves back
to the play’s original spot and
now the middle and left side
of the lane are clear to attack.
The ball handler dribbles
through and scores at the
rim [3].

TECHNIQUE

The Notre Dame women
ran this play early in the
championship game against
UConn. The ball handler must
wait for the action to clear
through the lane so there is
enough space to attack.

Have hands in a ready position – if
open the ball handler makes this
pass for the scoring opportunity

Take one big step toward the lane to
force the defender into a decision of
going under or coming over the screen

2
Finish with the left hand on the left side
of the hoop so the defender has a more
difficult time blocking the shot

3
The point clears high to create more leftside space and to act as a safety valve in
case the ball handler gets stuck

www.basketballcoachweekly.com
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High Screen Frees 2 Players At Basket
Your best screener executes three screens during the course of the play creating multiple
high-percentage scoring opportunities

WHY USE IT

When you are trailing and
desperate for a basket, get
players moving toward the
rim for a better chance at
scoring.

SET UP

Position your best screener
near the right-side elbow. The
other four players are spaced
outside the 3-point line with
two bunched together on the
left side.

This player is taking a beating on this
play as he or she is called upon to set
three solid screens

1
The wing comes to the ball, which creates
separation from the other left-wing player
and opens space for the subsequent pass

HOW TO PLAY

The entry pass is made to
one of the left-wing players
coming to the ball. After
making the pass, the top
guard cuts low off a screen
by the elbow player [1]. The
new ball handler turns and
fires a pass farther down the
left wing. The passer then
runs off a backscreen near the
top of the set and relocates
high. The player now on the
right block relocates to the
ball side [2]. The screener
now takes a step out and sets
another backscreen. The top
player cuts hard toward the
basket up the left lane line
while the ball handler dribbles
around the action, uses the
congestion and tries to score
at the right side of the rim [3].

TECHNIQUE

2
The passer uses the screen to
relocate high in the set and
not to the opposite side
Here is the player who initiated the action
– have him or her clear to the left corner to
draw a defender and open more space

3

Trailing by 11 in the first half
of the title game, Notre Dame
used this play to inch closer
to the UConn women. The
screener is key as she is called
up to set three solid picks.
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This player is available for an inclose pass or crashes the offensive
glass for a potential putback
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FREE-THROW SHOOTING
Make practice
free-throw
shooting
intense and
with
consequence
– just like in a
game

Drill More Free Throws
It seems almost every close game is won or lost at the free-throw line, here are 3 drills
designed to improve your players’ ability to make that 15-foot shot

I

t seems like a simple task – take and
make an uncontested 15-foot shot.
But, watch the final minutes of any
basketball game, and it can be agony
watching teams miss free throw after free
throw while choking away a game.
I want to create game situations as
much as possible and do so at the freethrow line with three drills.
1. 1-And-1. Divide your team in half and
send a group to each main basket. Players
line up and the shooter is in a 1-and-1
situation. Miss the front end, run two line
sprints. Make the first and miss the second,
then run one line sprint. Make them both
and don’t run. The next person steps up
and shoots, and so forth. Do this for five
minutes.
2. Don Meyer Swish. Divide the team and
place the groups at opposite baskets. The
shooter takes one free throw. A miss is
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

-1. A make that hits the rim is 0. A make
that swishes through the net is +1. Players
continue to rotate through the line. If we
run this drill for five minutes we want
each group to be +6 or +12 in a 10-minute
segment.
3. Speed Free Throws. Everyone grabs a
partner and two basketballs, and scatters
to the hoops around your gym. The task
is simple – get as many free throws shot
as possible. No dribbling. No spinning the
ball. Just shoot for a designated amount of
time, then switch.
As the coach, delegate an assistant
to be the free-throw specialist. This
person owns the free-throw line. He or
she is active during all free-throw drills,
instructing players, encouraging everyone
and taking pride in made shots. This
person works with players so they are
placing their eyes on the target rather than

looking up, then down, then up again. The
assistant cannot be afraid to correct bad
technique, especially on the feet (with
balance) and the follow-through (the finish
of the shot).
Be sure players are shooting at least 50
free throws a day. It might be 10 here, 20
there, 15 later and five near the end.
Also, chart all free throws. Make sure all
players know where they stand. You can
do this by developing a free-throw ladder
on a white board or even a giant piece of
paper posted in the gym or locker room.
This gives players a visual as to who is the
best shooter on the team, what to strive
for and what players should have the ball
in their hands at the end of the game.
As the season wears on, shoot more
free throws. Many playoff games are
decided at the line – you want your players
ready and confident.
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